
EURORACK ANALOG RIBBON CONTROLLER WITH PITCH BEND



AXE & RAZOR is

* The first ribbon controller with pitch bend in Eurorack

* The first DIY kit for a full-size, remote ribbon controller in Eurorack

The AXE controller generates five control voltages from four touch sensors. 
Two sensors sandwiched together on the long ribbon produce POSITION 
and PRESSURE CVs.
The facing pressure points simultaneously provide +/-V PITCH BEND and 
+V UP and DOWN CVs.

It has three knobs to attenuate 
its CVs:
1) 0-8 V on the position rib-
bon
2) 0-8 V on the pressure rib-
bon
3) 0 up to +/- 3 V on the 
pitch bend (symmetrical).



The AXE returns analog signals to the RAZOR, a six HP breakout 
module in the rack (38mm deep) via an ethernet (RJ45) cable.

The RAZOR outputs:
 1) The pressure CV, which also generates gate and trigger sig-
nals with a comparator. its threshhold scales down to ~0.5 V.
 2) The position CV with switchable sample and hold associated 
with the gate above, which prevents the pitch from falling to 0V 
after the finger is lifted.
 3) Pitch bent CV, controlled by the up and down pressure 
points. The position CV is normalled to pitch bend, but the RA-
ZOR accepts input CV from any other source to bend. My pre-
ferred patch is to send from position OUT to a quantizer and 
return the signal to pitch bend IN.
 4) Separately, the up and down pressure points with 0 to +8 V 
attenuators.



Notes for the NYMS 2022 DIY Build: 
HOLD IT! I built the AXE to be held and played 
with both hands, although it can be played flat on a 
tabletop or keyboard enclosure. To support the com-
ponents, I used a hardwood yardstick that is not as 
completely rigid (or costly) as the metal enclosures 
of existing ribbon controllers. This means the AXE is 
lightweight (~5 oz) but possibly breakable, under con-
ditions of extreme stress (not a normal drop). 

GUITAR OR KEYBOARD ORIENTATION? Thanks to 
great feedback from our community, I have designed 
the playing orientation of THE AXE to be complete-
ly modifiable. The coming version, for this build, will 
have ethernet jacks on both sides of the enclosure, 
allowing for handy cable management for lefties and 
righties. The AXE is 32” long, with a 20” main ribbon.

As a keyboardist, I prefer to put the low notes low on 
the “neck” and the high notes high. But guitar players 
may prefer the high notes low on the neck and low 
notes high. I’ve made this orientation adjustable with 
jumper cables on the back of the AXE PCB. With fur-
ther jumpers, players can also choose which pressure 
point should be UP and which DOWN.



ART INSTRUMENTS: The standard model is glossy 
black. For $20 I will do custom uniform or abstract 
paint or wood stain and lacquer jobs in any colors. 
(You may commission me if you want more detailed 
work!)  At cost, I will substitute custom knobs as well 
(16mm and less diameter to avoid hiding panel text). 
Visit https://www.taydaelectronics.com/hardware/
knobs.html and send me the URL of your pick.

The DIY kit includes all the parts for both the AXE controller and the RAZOR module, and a 
flat 6’ ethernet cable and Eurorack power ribbon. 

The AXE controller wood neck and plastic enclosure come pre-painted, with the four sensors 
glued/stuck on and jumper cables pre-soldered, and all holes drilled for correct placement of 
the PCB and enclosure. In other words, no other building tasks will be necessary beyond an 
ordinary DIY Eurorack kit. All components are through hole.

PRICE: $140

CONTINENTAL US SHIPPING: $10.

If you would like to order a fully built THE AXE AND THE RAZOR, and/or request shipping 
outside USA, please DM me @subjectivize on the Discord or the social media sites on the fol-
lowing page.



biopowermodular@gmail.com
Instagram: @biopowermodular
YouTube: Biopower Modular


